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Who is
earthware?
Formed in the dining room of a small cottage in 2007,
earthware came from an innate, entrepreneurial desire to
find creative digital solutions to real world problems.
We’re an ambitious, award winning and growing team of
consultants, designers, developers and project and account
managers. With a modern approach to flexible working, we
believe it’s not how long you spend at work or where you
go to work that matters, it’s what you deliver when you’re
there that counts.
Agile in our delivery and innovative in our thinking, we
believe we are the digital healthcare agency of the future.

Why join earthware?
The first thing you see as you enter our beautiful converted barn is the word ‘Why?’.
For earthware, it’s the most important word in the English language. Driven by the innate
curiosity that lives in every member of our team, we ask ‘Why?’ a lot.
‘Why?’ helps us understand. It drives insight and excellence. ‘Why?’ gets people to stop,
reflect and think differently.
Changing job is a big decision so we recommend you pause for a moment and ask
yourself, “why would I want to work for earthware?”.
Here’s some answers to this key question from some of the people you’d be working with if
you joined us…

Imagine, deliver, together.

“At earthware,
playing
together is as
important as
working
together.”
- Andy

“With
earthware’s
flexible working
policies, I no
longer waste
hours of my life
commuting.”
- Florence

“My previous
company never
listened to my
ideas. At
earthware, every
idea is welcomed
and explored.”
- Rachel

“We never stand
still. We are
always innovating.
Every day is
different and
exciting.”
- Chris

Our values
Find out more – visit https://earthware.co.uk/about-us/our-values

LOVE WHAT YOU DO
Imagine, deliver, together.

I AM TEAM

BE BEYOND

MAKE IT COUNT

HONESTLY OPEN

Lead Medical Writer
What’s it all about?
We’re digital specialists. For years, we’ve honed our craft designing and building user friendly, innovative
digital solutions from chatbots for patients to access disease information, to training websites for MSLs.
We know the value of inspiring, accurate and engaging medical content, and as our projects have become
more complex, our clients are looking to earthware to be medical content specialists. That’s where you
come in. As a Lead Medical Writer, you will set up and lead our in-house medical writing capability; setting
standards, creating processes and building a team around you that can deliver engaging, digitally
optimised content for healthcare professionals and patients.
On a day-to-day basis you will be responsible for understanding our client's strategic objectives and the
needs of the healthcare professionals and patients they wish to communicate with, creating clear,
targeted content briefs for websites, apps, digital media and sales materials as well as medical education
programmes and patient solutions. You’ll be our internal expert, supporting our account teams in client
meetings, pitches and ad hoc conversations to make sure content is planned, scheduled and budgeted
accurately. You will form and lead a team of freelance medical writers to deliver against those briefs, as
well as writing and editing compelling content yourself. In time you will grow an internal team of writers,
hiring and training exceptional talent to deliver best in class medical content.
You will be an experienced healthcare agency medical writer able to lead projects, drive exceptional
customer experience for the client, and support our sales team on new business opportunities. Whilst
you’ll have a strong science background, you will also be creative, with a visual approach to content
creation and an interest in UX and instructional design. You will also have a good understanding of pharma
compliance and content review platforms such as Veeva.
Imagine, deliver, together.

Lead Medical Writer
Competencies

Leadership and Strategy

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Utilised internally and externally for strategic,
therapy area and content support and counsel
Acts as a point of escalation for any copy/writing
issues
Keeps up to date with trends in pharma
companies and healthcare agencies, is aware of
how these impact medical writing services and
brings ideas and solutions to the leadership team
based on this information
Informs and contributes to shaping the vision
and strategic direction of the organisation
directly with members of the leadership team,
and continually strives to strengthen the medical
writing offering to add value to earthware clients
and potential clients
Identifies possible conflict or resistance ahead of
time and develops management strategies
Inspires and positively influences direct reports
and other colleagues
Owns the earthware brand and values

Imagine, deliver, together.

Proposition and Marketing
Technical Capability

•

Seeks to establish themselves as person of
influence in the agency sector, by speaking and
contributing to industry events as appropriate

•

Generates ideas for marketing activities and
feeds them into the marketing team

•

Helps shape, inform and direct the vision for
earthware's products or services, including
where the in-house writing capability can add
value / add additional suite of services

•

Envisions and realises unique flagship company
initiatives with tangible and demonstrable
business benefits.

•

Generates ideas for marketing activities and
feeds them into the marketing team

Business Development

•

Gets involved in client's strategic planning
process identifying end user unmet needs and
generating solutions that offer long term value
for clients

•

Develops relationships with senior management
within clients that helps position earthware as
their partner of choice

•

Leads and delivers high quality writing and
research input for RFPs and pitches, including
taking an active presenting role at pitches

•

Uncovers sales opportunities from their own
networks and client conversations and feeds
these into the business development teams

•

Works with earthware senior team to scope out
new products and services that can be offered,
supported by in-house medical writing team

Lead Medical Writer
Competencies

Quality of Service

•

Sets the writing and editorial standards for earthware and ensures the
team adhere to these

•

Manages overall writing workflow, identifying projects to be completed
in-house and those to be outsourced while making sure all are
delivered on time and within budget

•

Confidently liaises with clients to develop a brief and offers appropriate
challenge to clients in order to ensure briefs are clear, valuable and
aligned with the needs of the identified audience

Imagine, deliver, together.

Operational Efficiency

•

Coordinates multiple team-wide activities, unblocks barriers to
progress, and plans timelines, checkpoints and/or milestones as part of
a project.

•

Effortlessly coordinates complex activities across multiple teams,
projects or unrelated work simultaneously.

•

Holds themselves and colleagues to account regarding project delivery

•

Maintains a network of high quality freelance writers and editors that
can provide resource options on demand

•

Continuously monitors, reports on, and improves the financial impact
of writing projects and teams with senior stakeholders

•

Identifies and implements performance improvements that measurably
enhance efficiency, productivity and profitability

Lead Medical Writer
Competencies

Operational
QualityTechnical
of ServiceCapability and IP
Efficiency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leads the writing team to produce high quality or innovative work,
recognised by the industry through awards, accolades or reputational
respect
Is adept at developing compelling, accurate, referenced content that
conveys messages at the appropriate level of depth for the audience
Enthusiastically learns and understands new therapy areas, acting as an
expert within the earthware team
Develops processes and workshops as appropriate, and guides
colleagues and clients through them to ensure high quality outputs
Proficient in relevant reference management software eg. Endnote /
Reference Manager
Consistently demonstrates the ability to confront and tackle complex
problems, even outside of their known area of expertise
Acts as the lead for scientific knowledge within earthware, providing
advice to colleagues as needed to ensure projects and pitches are
prepared in line with the client and end users needs
Reviews content to ensure a high level of quality and consistency
across in-house and freelance generated content

Imagine, deliver, together.

Talent Management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensures clarity of team roles and responsibilities and jointly agrees
stretching but achievable goals with their team
Leads and motivates those working with and for them, including
freelancers and internal Leadership Team
Is accessible to direct reports and regularly reviews development
plans to facilitate their professional development (when appropriate)
Empowers their team to make decisions, learn and exceed in their
roles (does not micro-manage)
Accountable for the recruitment of direct reports including proactive
liaison with preferred recruiter to clearly explain the job role and
requirements
Accountable for the recruitment of direct reports
Can deliver professional coaching or training to an exemplary
academic standard
Actively mentors multiple individuals and is highly sought after by
potential mentees, inside or outside of the organisation
Actively develops and nurtures a pool of freelance talent that can be
utilised during peak work loads and can be relied upon to produce
high quality work

Lead Medical Writer
What’s in it for you?
A healthy working environment in a stunning barn conversion in North Hertfordshire with flexible and
remote working arrangements.
A fast paced, innovative, entrepreneurial culture, where creativity and new ideas are embraced.
The opportunity to build your own team from the ground up
Freedom and autonomy to use your business acumen to identify and act upon new opportunities.
An opportunity to work alongside an award-winning team of consultants, designers, developers and
project managers, with opportunities for personal development in an ambitious, growing agency.
Competitive salary, contributory pension, enhanced maternity, paternity and shared parental leave policies,
25 days annual leave plus Bank Holidays, quarterly values awards and limitless opportunity to grow
personally and professionally.
A fun and friendly atmosphere with casual dress code, foosball, monthly social events, free drinks, fruit and
biscuits!

Imagine, deliver, together.

Want to apply?
Call:

+44 (0)845 642 9880

Visit:

https://earthware.co.uk/join-us

Email: talent@earthware.co.uk

2 Church Barn, Caldecote
Road, Newnham,
Hertfordshire, SG7 5LA

/earthware-ltd
/earthware

